WILD MOUNTAIN THYME

[G] OH THE SUMMER [C] TIME IS COM-[G]-ING
AND THE [C] TREE'S ARE SWEETLY [G] BLOOMING
GROWS [C] AROUND THE [Am] BLOOMING [C] HEATHER

AND WE'LL [C] ALL GO TO-[G]-GETHER
TO PLUCK [C] WILD MOUNTAIN [Em] THYME
ALL A-[C]-ROUND THE [Am] BLOOMING [C] HEATHER

NEAR YON [C] COOL CRYSTAL [G] FOUNTAIN
AND [C] ON IT [G] I WILL [Em] PILE

AND WE'LL [C] ALL GO TO-[G]-GETHER
TO PLUCK [C] WILD MOUNTAIN [Em] THYME
ALL A-[C]-ROUND THE [Am] BLOOMING [C] HEATHER

I WOULD [C] SURELY FIND AN-[G]-OTHER
GROWS [C] AROUND THE [Am] BLOOMING [C] HEATHER

AND WE'LL [C] ALL GO TO-[G]-GETHER
TO PLUCK [C] WILD MOUNTAIN [Em] THYME
ALL A-[C]-ROUND THE [Am] BLOOMING [C] HEATHER

AND WE'LL [C] ALL GO TO-[G]-GETHER
TO PLUCK [C] WILD MOUNTAIN [Em] THYME
ALL A-[C]-ROUND THE [Am] BLOOMING [C] HEATHER
WILL YOU [G] GO [C] LASSIE [G] GO [C] [G] [G/ ]